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THE Good Fortune Asian supermarket in Quincy, Massachusetts on Sunday 
mornings was more hectic than an American mall on Black Friday. Personal 
boundaries were disregarded as shoppers reached over one another to sink their 
hands into weathered wooden containers filled with ginger. Bits of meat and bone 
splattered all over bloody aprons as butchers efficiently fulfilled the requests of 
shoppers fighting for spots in front of smudged glass cases. 

In any other place, I would’ve wrinkled my nose at all the disorder and 
uncleanliness. But here, my perfectionism melted away as if it never existed. 

It was with my mother in this chaos where I found myself truly at home.  
I had returned home for Spring Break, no longer stranded in the middle of the 

Pioneer Valley a hundred miles away from the vibrant Asian community in Greater 
Boston. Since I came to Smith College, sad imitations of Asian food and the much 
too quiet western Mass lifestyle made me appreciative of home. The night before, 
Mom had planned out all the meals she and Dad would cook for me. The week’s 
revitalizing menu consisted of Vietnamese canh chua, bún riêu, and phở, and Chinese 
sam bo fan, dim sum, and congee. 

Rusty shopping carts filled to the brim with groceries were abandoned 
haphazardly in any free space available, leaving little room for any sort of mobility in 
already close quarters. I navigated the shopping cart between incredibly narrow aisles 
and around trampled napa cabbage leaves to follow Mom to the seafood section. We 
passed by live lobsters, crabs, snails, frogs, and eels crammed into small Styrofoam 
boxes filled with murky water. 

When we reached the shrimp display, Mom used a plastic produce bag as a 
makeshift glove to sort through the pile. “I’m going to pick the best ones for you, lui 
lui,” she said warmly as she carefully examined each piece she set aside to buy. In 
response to the Cantonese endearment parents say to their daughters that roughly 
translates to ‘little girl,’ I smiled. Even though Mom called me lui lui throughout the 
day, each time reminded me that our intimate relationship was still grounded in our 
shared language. 

For once, I forgot that shoppers were staring at us for speaking mostly in 
English. 

I was watching Mom ask a worker to weigh her selection of shrimp when a 
blur of movement caught my attention. Another worker tried to catch a fish 
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swimming alone in a cloudy tank. Every time his net grazed its tail, the fish 
frantically darted in the opposite direction. The fish swam back and forth 
desperately in a futile attempt to avoid the inevitable. 

I thought about Nanami’s parting words to me a few weeks ago. Integrating 
my Chinese and American identities sounded like a better idea than switching from 
one culture to the next when it was convenient. Crossing each ends of the tank was 
certainly not going to save the fish.

Mom placed the bag of shrimp in our cart and followed my gaze to the tank. 
“That fish really doesn’t want to be caught,” she said. Together, we watched as the 
man finally cornered the fish. With the flick of his wrist, he scooped it into the net. 
The fish violently thrashed as it emerged from the water. The man threw it onto a 
cutting board that probably hadn’t been deep-cleaned in years. I turned away. I didn’t 
want to see what was going to happen next.  

Even my ungraceful maneuvers toward the dry goods section wasn’t far enough 
to drown out the heavy, wet thud of the knife. 

～
I prefer to observe than be observed. My eyes notice the stifled gasp, the shift 

of feet, the impatient tap of fingers, the rosy flush of cheeks, and the slight roll of 
eyes. Catching secrets that spill from careless lips, I blend into the shadows. But 
when the spotlight is on me...my limbs start to tremble, my voice begins to waver, and 
my heart commences its irregular beating. Thump...thump...thump, thump, thump, 
thump...thu–

My mind goes, my resolve goes, my control goes.
I suppose my heightened perception of others has always been a subconscious 

desire to be like those who seem to have their lives all figured out. I’ve never been 
one to turn that critical eye on myself, especially to untangle the mess that was my 
relationship to my Chinese identity. 

All the times I thought I gathered enough courage to face the embarrassment, 
shame, regret, and anger of being an Asian American woman in the United States, I’d 
retreat back into my safe bubble and wish to never come out again. But I’ve realized 
that just as I’m painfully shy, I’m equally as determined and hungry for answers. And 
so, I’ve shattered the restrictive walls of my own fear to finally sate my curiosity years 
in the making. 
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My freedom hasn’t been easy to navigate. Horrible memories and 
uncomfortable moments have tried to chase me back into my self-imposed prison. 
‘Advice’ given to students of color, nothing more than performative, abstract words of 
encouragement, have frustrated me to no end. I wanted more; I deserved more. I 
needed to feel, not simply listen. 

I wish my journey had a definitive happy ending that would tie everything up 
neatly, but unfortunately, life doesn’t work out that way. My story is one that will 
keep on going days, months, and years from now...and I guess that’s completely okay. 

～
I returned to Smith after a three-day trip back home for the Lunar New Year, 

a weekend that consisted of a visit to my aunt’s house to eat microwaveable pork 
dumplings from Costco and a family night out at Gyro and Kebab House. After the 
two-hour car ride, I hovered on the periphery of the Smith Chinese Inter-Regional 
Student Cultural Organization’s (CISCO) Lunar New Year Celebration, wondering if 
I was even allowed to insert myself in the festivities. My version of a ‘celebration’ was 
just the quiet acknowledgement of the transition from zodiac to zodiac. 

Crimson and scarlet promised good fortune and happiness for the New Year in 
intricately embroidered qipao dresses, celebratory banners, and lucky envelopes filled 
with chocolate gold coins that brightened the neutral beiges and whites of the 
Campus Center Carroll Room. Paper cutouts taped to the wall overlooked the 
festivities and welcomed students as they entered. As students traveled from carnival 
station to station, New Year songs played from the speakers above. The unintelligible 
Mandarin lyrics were simply hums of noise in my mind. 

Paintbrushes saturated in black ink delicately tapped against the sides of 
plastic cups and the newspaper-lined table as students practiced Chinese calligraphy 
in careful brushstrokes. The freshly painted characters representing spring, family, 
and fortune dried on squares of red paper, the ink glistening in the lights overhead. 
At the next table, students cut geometric shapes into larger sheets of red paper to 
create unique snowflake-like designs. Paper scraps fluttered lazily to the floor only to 
be suspended once more in flight by the passing breeze of moving feet. 

On the other side of the room, native Mandarin speakers taught new learners 
how to wish their friends a happy new year by repeating gōng xǐ fā cái and xīn nián kuài 
lè. The encouraging teachers helped them with their pronunciation and intonation. 
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Learners showed off their new Mandarin skills by solving riddles at the adjacent 
table. When they had trouble choosing an answer from a list of unknown characters, 
native speakers cheerfully said to pick the character whose lines and shapes matched 
those of the question. 

The animated conversations reminiscing about New Year traditions back 
home and the light teasing of students for their friends’ mispronounced Mandarin 
were just as illuminating as the bright hues of red that decorated the room. 

I ventured in. My inexperience might as well been written in paint across my 
forehead. An East Asian Languages professor handed me a penciled Chinese 
character to trace when she sensed my hesitation. Even with the stencil I managed to 
mess up, an overextension of a brushstroke that was later pointed out to me by my 
friend as I was proudly taping it to my wall. 

At the language table, a CISCO member asked if I spoke Mandarin. I didn’t. 
Mandarin is the most spoken Chinese dialect not only in China, but across the 

globe. The fact that Smith only offers Mandarin Chinese courses is enough to 
illustrate the obscurity of other dialects, including Cantonese, spoken the 
southeastern Chinese province of Guangdong. I remembered one of the only 
Chinese kids in my grade during middle school made fun of me when he found out I 
knew Cantonese. “No one will ever understand you. Learn Mandarin like a real 
Chinese person,” he had said. The white kids laughed with him. 

A part of me wanted to assert that I could still belong in this vibrant little 
corner of the Campus Center by mentioning my semi-proficiency in Cantonese. I 
figured the CISCO member wouldn’t appreciate the Cantonese translations of 
Mandarin New Year phrases, gung hei fat choy and san nin fai lok. The memory alone 
was enough to convince myself to stay silent.   

Thankfully, the clock inched toward six o’clock and dinner brought the 
festivities of the carnival to a close. I was saved from further confrontations with my 
painful past when trays of kung pao chicken, mapo tofu, sweet and sour chicken, 
spicy cabbage, dumplings, and jasmine rice were arranged down a row of tables. The 
comforting scents of spices and herbs lured hungry students to the growing line that 
snaked halfway around the room. But just as easily they gravitated toward the food, 
the students gave faculty first priority upon CISCO’s announcement to “follow the 
Chinese tradition of showing elders respect.” Soon, everyone settled into chairs 
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arranged in a semicircle and balanced paper plates laden with food on their laps. “It’s 
not the most authentic, but it still reminds me of my mom’s cooking,” said 
sophomore Candy Chau, taking a generous bite of a dumpling. When I asked her 
later what she had meant by ‘not the most authentic,’ she let out a small laugh as if 
the answer was obvious: “When soy, oyster, and fish sauces are toned down for white 
people. We’re in Northampton, not Boston.” 

As much as I wanted to scarf my food down and escape from the Carroll 
Room, I found myself studying the movements of chopsticks around me. Some 
fingers gripped chopsticks too tightly; others fluidly coordinated their thumb, index, 
and middle fingers to control the top chopstick. I fell somewhere in the middle, 
thanks to an embarrassing ten-minute chopstick lesson with my uncle in a 
Vietnamese restaurant in November. That I was part of a collective effort to create a 
space where all Asian-identifying students could be welcomed lifted some of my 
shame. 

. . . 

Emboldened by my experience in the Carroll Room despite the less than 
authentic food, I was eager to find out what exactly Asian identity meant to students 
at Smith. 

The pride that exuded from Cindy Nguyen for her bilingual fluency required 
some prompting in order for her to offer insight into her own perception of her 
Asian identity, a self-reflection that perhaps never occurred to her until that 
moment. Cindy, a sophomore Engineering major and East Asian Languages and 
Literature minor from St. Paul, Minnesota, spoke Vietnamese as her first language 
until kindergarten. “My grandma had to stay in class with me for the first week 
because I couldn’t communicate. But even after learning English, I still speak 
Vietnamese pretty well,” she said. 

When I asked her what she saw as her relationship to her Asian identity on 
that dreary March afternoon in McConnell, one of the science buildings on campus, 
she didn’t know what I was talking about. 

Cindy pushed her light blue glasses higher on her nose before glancing down at 
my notebook‒as if my messy scrawl could clarify my inquiry. 
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The silence hung in the air as I wracked my brain to help her understand. I 
found myself revealing my story. I grew up in a predominantly white community with 
parents who spoke English almost fluently. As I got older, I lost most of my 
Cantonese speaking ability. When I met my grandmother for the first time two years 
ago, I couldn’t communicate with her beyond the simple, clipped sentences I 
managed to pathetically string together. 

I took a deep breath, “Sometimes I wish I was only American or only Chinese 
so I don’t feel stuck not able to fit both labels.” Cindy straightened in her seat after 
my confession, that in hindsight, was probably too much information for someone I 
had just met two weeks ago at the Lunar New Year Celebration. “Even though I’m at 
Smith right now, I still feel pretty connected with my Vietnamese culture. I’m in the 
Vietnamese Students Association,” she said. Cindy then told me that she and her 
friends eat at Miss Saigon, a Vietnamese restaurant in Amherst, every Friday. “I talk 
with my mom every day on the phone, so I still speak Vietnamese every single day. 
I’m far away from my family, but I’ve been able to keep that connection,” she added.

I nodded my head at the right times, but my mind was going a mile a minute. 
How nice would it be to not have people stare at me in Chinatown when I reply in 
English to my mother’s questions. I was angry and disappointed that I didn’t force 
myself to speak more Cantonese no matter how broken the sentences would be. 

“Were there any instances in your life when you wished you or your family 
were more ‘western?’” I asked warily, fully expecting her to deny it. 

She admitted to awkwardness in elementary school around the Vietnamese 
lunches her mother made; now, her younger siblings preferred McDonalds over her 
traditional food. I was so relieved we finally had something in common: my younger 
sister would eat quesadillas everyday if she could.  

Then Cindy had a confession of sorts for me: she found food-related events 
hosted by Asian student organizations dissatisfying. She, too, wanted guidance on 
how to navigate the world with her Asian identity. She fiddled with the knit gloves 
resting on her lap. “Maybe being able to engage actively,” she said.

I jumped at the opportunity to advertise “Empowering Voices: AAPI Power 
Through Media,” the spring symposium I had been a part of organizing as the co-
chair of the Asian Students Association (ASA). I suggested that she attend and she 
smiled, one of those absentminded upwards turn of lips. My heart sank.
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 “I don’t know,” she said. “Maybe I’ll go if I’m free.” 
Two weeks later, when I saw Cindy’s RSVP on the Facebook event page I had 

made for the symposium, I liked to think that I somehow changed her mind. 

. . . 

ASA had changed a lot in the last twenty years. It used to have a large presence 
on campus, but lost momentum over time. Nanami Kono noticed ASA’s waning 
ability to engage with the Asian community when she was a student at Smith. She 
learned about ASA at a club fair as a first year in 2013. She wanted a place to fit in at 
the predominantly white institution. “I didn’t have a comprehensive understanding 
of what Asian/Asian American identity was about, so I figured since I was Japanese, 
so I could fit in somewhere in that category,” she said. 

Perhaps I had found someone I could confide in. At my insistence wanting to 
know what ‘Asian identity’ meant to her, Nanami tucked her shoulder-length black 
hair behind her ears. In the pictures I had seen of Nanami when she was in ASA, her 
hair nearly went down to her waist. It was that quiet joy on her face in pictures, that 
same mellow, unassuming way she held herself on my laptop screen, that instantly 
warmed me to her. And so, my own experience as a daughter of two immigrants 
flowed from my mouth as easily as if I were talking to a very close friend. 

Nanami was born in Japan and then lived in America for eight years before 
moving back to Tokyo to attend an international high school taught by white 
Americans. “ASA was where I first met students experiencing the same cultural 
duality,” she said. “I didn’t have to force myself to be just Japanese or just American. I 
could exist as both.” 

When Nanami joined the board as the conference chair, she started the four 
year-long process to revive ASA. Nanami first noticed ASA’s internal divisions. At the 
time, ASA didn’t hold regular general body meetings throughout the year. Members 
only interacted with one another to plan events and didn’t see each other as friends. 

On top of that, there was a divide between Asian American and Asian 
international students on the board. Asian American students were more passionate 
about organizing social events that connected them to their Asian cultures. 
International students tended toward collaborations with the East Asian Languages 
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department. “Asian Americans were more comfortable expressing their experiences 
with racism and problems with identity, but the international students never had to 
question or be aware of their Asian identities because they came from Asian majority 
environments,” Nanami said. 

As the co-chair of ASA when she was a sophomore, Nanami fostered a sense of 
community on the board again. She consistently ate with board members in the 
dining halls. “I was trying to make meaningful connections and make them feel 
welcomed,” she said. Nanami also delegated clear responsibilities so members could 
efficiently organize more events. She started the Thanksgiving Dinner tradition, a 
day where ASA members cooked their favorite dishes from home‒whether that was 
abroad or in the U.S.  

I looked up from my notebook to meet Nanami’s gaze through my laptop 
screen. Nanami spoke, “Emily, just because you speak English, celebrate Christmas, 
and listen to alternative rock music doesn’t make you less Chinese. Loving Asian food 
and celebrating Lunar New Year doesn’t make you less American either. Please, don’t 
be ashamed to be both.”  

. . . 

Weekly dinner meetings, multiple phone calls to restaurants, and pages upon 
pages of contract paperwork all went into planning “Empowering Voices,” the 
collective brainchild of ASA and the Vietnamese Students Association (VSA). Nearly 
a year in the making, the event, held on March 31, 2018, aimed to inject social and 
political discourse into cultural-heavy agendas of talent shows and food workshops. 
ASA and VSA later recruited the help of Pan Asians in Action (PAIA). 

Sahra V. Nguyen, one of the speakers, self-identifies as a “Renaissance woman 
of the millennial generation whose talents can't be boxed in.” Her documentary, 
“Deported: A Grassroots Movement,” featured on NBC Asian America, follows the 
1Love Movement to end the deportation of Cambodian refugees from the United 
States. “Deported” features families of deportees and their activist efforts to appeal 
to both Cambodian and American governments. Sahra is also the co-owner of Lucy’s 
Vietnamese Kitchen, a restaurant in Brooklyn, New York.  

The second speaker, Jessica Nguyen, a Smith alum and the daughter of two 
Vietnamese refugees, is a digital content creator; she founded and currently hosts a 
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podcast series called “Project Voice.” Every episode, Jessica invites Asian and Asian 
American women to voice their experiences on a variety of topics, from dealing with 
racism to navigating familial responsibilities and making career choices. 

On a Saturday morning at the end of February, I waited for a phone call from 
Sahra in the Cutter House basement study room along with Christine Chu, the 
conference and publicity chair of ASA, and Jenny Banh, the Five College 
representative of VSA. 

The three of us went through what we planned to discuss one more time while 
I kept casting furtive glances at my phone. As much as this call was necessary, I was 
dreading it. I absolutely hated talking on the phone. My voice always sounded so 
unlike me with its higher pitch and stiff delivery of words. Each time I hung up, I 
wondered who the person on the other end envisioned as the owner of that 
unnatural voice. 

I was about to tap the screen to check the time when my phone rang. I let it 
ring for all about two seconds before I hastily swiped to answer the call. The voice on 
the other end was cheerful and easy-going, a warmth that splintered the anticipatory 
tension in the room. 

“Hey, is this Emily?” 
“Yes, this is she.”
“How are you?” 
“I’m well and yourself?” 
I mentally facepalmed at how cringe-worthy my proper English sounded. I 

wasn’t even five seconds into the call when my ridiculous phone voice had to make its 
unwelcome appearance. Christine and Jenny thankfully didn’t seem to notice my 
awkwardness.  

Sahra laughed. “I’m good, thanks for asking!” she replied.  
When we finally ended the call, I wanted to flush my phone down the toilet. 

. . . 

In 1969, the Black Students Alliance (BSA) called for the establishment of the 
Mwangi Cultural Center in response to the national Civil Rights Movement. Mwangi 
was founded with the purpose of providing a safe space on campus where black 
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students could socialize and study. Mwangi has since moved from Lily Hall to the 
first floor of Davis Ballroom and now serves as an inclusive space for all students of 
color at Smith.  

I heard about the existence of giant scrapbooks in Mwangi from a few ASA 
seniors in passing. But as I dug through heaps of craft supplies, rolls of raffle tickets, 
empty binders, paper lanterns, and board games, I started to think that they lied. 
Finally, I found them, tucked away at the very bottom of ASA’s plastic storage bins. 
When I read ‘Asian Students Association’ emblazoned in proud, prominent letters 
across the worn covers, I struck gold.

The fragile cardboard covers dangling from their bindings almost weren’t 
enough to contain the life on every yellowed page: vivid photo collages, Sharpie-
scrawled captions, and bright flyers. Who created such masterpieces? The detailed 
recording of memories only could’ve been made possible by the most passionate of 
board members. 

The 1987-1988 academic year was clearly a busy one for ASA. Its annual Asian 
Teahouse kicked off the year, featuring cultural performances from the Five Colleges 
in October. The following month, ASA hosted daily activities during Asian Awareness 
Week. After winter break, ASA hit the ground running. Lunar Tea for the Lunar New 
Year, a trip to Cornell University’s “East Coast Asian Student Union” 10th 
Anniversary Conference, and study breaks during finals wrapped up the year. 

I flipped through the pages. My mind spun. Just reading about all the events 
that ASA organized that year gave me tremendous anxiety. How did ASA members 
balance their coursework on top of all this? They were my people‒were they even 
human? 

Then, as if this weren’t enough, ASA became a force for administrative change. 
In 1990, ASA, BSA, Nosotras (now the Latin American Students Organization), and 
the International Students Organization joined together as UNITY. They demanded 
another space on campus to call their own. UNITY occupied College Hall for a week 
and pressured the Dean of the College to authorize the building of Unity House.

Much to my amazement, ASA continued to be a powerhouse five years later, 
making their presence noticed on campus and beyond. The 1995-1996 scrapbook 
starts off with a handwritten note: “Smith ASA has always been active not only 
within the campus but outside around the Five College area.” 
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With the Korean Students Association, ASA presented their October Asian 
Teahouse with performances such as Chinese ribbon dances, Filipino bamboo 
dances, and Japanese Taiko drum demonstrations. The next month, ASA contributed 
to the Five College ASA “Xstatic: Blind Date Jazz Night & Dance Party” and hosted 
a conference called “Examining Asian Pacific American Historical Legacy.” 

My secondhand anxiety skyrocketed when I got to the pages dedicated to the 
“Intercollegiate Valentine’s Dance.” The dance was held at the Copley Plaza Hotel in 
Boston with Asian cultural groups from Harvard, Brown, BU, MIT, Northeastern, 
Simmons, Wellesley, UMass Amherst, Amherst College, and Mount Holyoke in 
attendance. I read the flyer twice to make sure I wasn’t seeing things. I thought 
about these students’ academics. Did classes matter at all to these people?

Eighteen years later, ASA was nearly disintegrating. 

. . . 

“We’re putting the ‘spring’ in the spring symposium,” I joked to Christine as 
we put the finishing touches on purple, pink, and yellow chrysanthemum 
centerpieces. My glasses slid down my nose. I pushed them up, then lifted a five-
gallon cooler of iced green tea onto the refreshment table. Cookies and tea? Check. 
Laptop and mics? Yup. One last Facebook event reminder? Done.

Sahra strode through the doors of the Carroll Room in black boots and a 
leather jacket with an energetic aura that the cavernous room couldn’t contain. She 
introduced herself to Christine, Jenny, Hailey, the other co-chair of ASA, and 
Rebecca, a member PAIA, without missing a beat. She shook my clammy hand. 

“I’m Emily,” I said. 
“You’re the one I talked to on the phone!” she exclaimed. 
“Yeah, that was me,” I replied, ignoring resurfacing memories of that awkward 

call.
We sat down at a table to chat. Sahra’s tattooed arms waved expressively as she 

talked. She showed us pictures of her ‘god-dog,’ a Shiba Inu named Milk and told us 
she was fascinated with the “spooky” hollowed out remains of Neilson Library. The 
conversation took a turn when Sahra expressed her hatred for the actress Emma 
Stone and her white feminism. She cited Stone’s focus on Greta Gerwig at the 2018 
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Oscars and her dismissal of Guillermo Del Toro and Jordan Peele who are people of 
color. We happily welcomed Jessica into our casual conversation when she joined us 
with a suitcase in tow. She had fly back to Seoul after the event. 

I glanced at the door every once and a while, anxious at how many seats were 
empty. “Let’s wait a few more minutes,” Rebecca suggested. A few more minutes 
turned into ten, and we had no choice but to start the “Deported” documentary 
screening with twenty students sparsely filling the Carroll Room.

After the documentary was over, thirty more students filed in much to my 
relief and listened to Jessica’s and Sahra’s keynote speeches. Jessica spoke first about 
the story behind her podcast, Project Voice, “Growing up as a daughter of two 
refugee parents, I had a lot of difficulty articulating myself, the inequalities and 
prejudices I’ve seen, but taking my first Asian American studies course was a big step 
for me. I learned what it meant to identify as an Asian American.” 

I had yet to take an Asian American studies course and right then, I really 
wanted to. Maybe then I would finally understand what the word ‘identity’ meant. 
After talking about the details of Project Voice, Jessica handed the mic to Sahra. 

“When I was in elementary school, I developed my own identity in an 
insecure way. My parents were immigrants, they didn’t speak English very well, and I 
was the only Asian kid in the class. I was extremely embarrassed, confused, and shy. 
At a young age, I was already learning that I didn’t belong, that I was different,” 
Sahra said.

I was perched so close to the edge of my seat, any closer would’ve sent me 
falling to the floor. This was it. The moment of truth. Time seemed to slow down as I 
watched Sahra’s red-painted lips stretch out into a smile before she continued 
speaking, “But then in high school, I joined a youth activist organization called 
Coalition for Asian and Pacific American Youth. Imagine an ASA, a PAIA, and a 
VSA for high school students. I started to grow my confidence through activism.”

I couldn’t help but compare myself to her. What if I went to high school with 
a diverse student body and a strong Asian community? What if my parents didn’t 
speak English very well? What if I had stronger relationships with my older relatives? 
And what did it mean to have ‘confidence’?

During the intermission, Cindy spotted me by the refreshment table. “What 
do you think so far?” I asked. Cindy filled her cup with iced green tea. “I think you all 
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did a great job! It’s nice to meet with successful Asian American women and learn 
about how they navigated the world after college. I hope to see more events like 
these next year!” she replied. 

Eager students surrounded Sahra and Jessica after the event, hungry to learn 
more about their career trajectories and listen to their advice. Honestly, I was so 
thrilled that ASA was one step closer to encouraging social and political dialogue 
among its members that I pushed aside my burning unanswered questions.

. . . 

My mother, a petite woman whose aesthetic is perpetually business casual, 
doesn’t look like she escaped post-war Vietnam in a rickety motor boat with my aunt, 
uncle, and cousin. She was nine years old. “The engine died in the middle of the 
ocean,” she always told me with the same nonchalance used to describe the weather. 
“We were going to die, but the U.S. navy rescued us and took us to a refugee camp in 
the Philippines.” 

The same aunt who survived with her out in the open ocean, the aunt who 
cared for me until I was three years old so my parents could work full-time, 
examined me at the start of our FaceTime call and insisted in Cantonese that I 
needed to eat more. Mom sat next to her and pursed her lips in an effort not to 
laugh. 

“Po Po, I eat a lot in college,” I said to her in my rudimentary Cantonese. Po po 
translates to ‘grandmother.’ She took on the grandmotherly role when my biological 
grandmother couldn’t. After Po Po promised she would cook my favorite dishes for 
me when I came home in May, I took a deep breath and got down to the real reason 
for the call. 

Mom translated as I told Po Po I wanted to talk about my difficulties juggling 
my Chinese and American identities. I confessed my foremost shame at my limited 
Cantonese. How could I have gone from speaking it fluently as a toddler to needing a 
translator now? What happened to that stubborn, pigtailed girl she considered a 
grandchild? I could understand her, but she couldn’t understand me. 

The joy drained from Mom’s face as she repeated back my words to Po Po. I 
always told Mom every little detail of my life. I wept in her arms when I was 
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overwhelmed with college applications in high school. I laughed with her until my 
sides ached when Dad spilled shredded cheese all over the kitchen floor. But once 
Mom registered in her mind the one burden I couldn’t bring myself to share with her, 
she looked as if she was going to cry‒and Mom never cried. 

Po Po, not one to be sentimental, was definitely not going to start now. She 
inched closer to the camera and blocked Mom entirely from my view. “You still come 
to visit me and eat my food, don’t you? You’re still that girl seventeen years ago,” Po 
Po said with the bluntness I had grown to love over the years. My reserved, 
extremely shy self always admired the unapologetic, confident way she held herself. 
Maybe it was a trait she had to develop in order to compete against her eleven 
siblings for their parents’ attention. 

Po Po settled back into her seat so I could see Mom again. In the time she was 
off-camera, she seemed to have collected herself‒from what I could see. I avoided 
eye contact. 

“Lui lui,” she said to get my attention. It worked. I nearly sagged in my own 
seat in relief.  She wasn’t mad, she wasn’t mad, she wasn’t mad. I was still her little 
girl. 

“We would never be disappointed in you. We raised you in America, of course 
you were going to learn English in school. We’ve all adopted American culture, it’s 
not fair to say only you or your sister did,” Mom said. Po Po nodded and folded her 
hands on the table. 

Being rescued from the open ocean was only just the beginning of a life of 
sacrifice for Po Po. Years of wandering around American supermarkets completely 
lost, working endless hours in factories, and worrying over having enough food to 
feed her family hadn’t been kind to her. But Po Po persisted. Laugh lines decades in 
the making mapped her face as she smiled.

In the presence of these two incredibly strong women, I knew that I would 
persist too. 

“You can be both Chinese and American,” Po Po said. 
“Promise me you’ll talk to me if you ever feel upset. If you told me sooner, I 

would’ve helped,” Mom said. She tried to act all stern, but I knew my gentle, kind-
hearted mother couldn’t be strict for the life of her. And that I was all the more 
reason why I readily promised I would confide in her no matter what. 
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We spoke about my classes and my upcoming summer internship. Mom 
noticed me fiddling with the edge of my phone. “You still have it?” she asked. I 
nodded.

“Keep it safe,” she said. 
After the FaceTime, I took the case off my phone to retrieve a crumpled scrap 

of paper with three Chinese characters written in pencil. I carried it everywhere with 
me so I would never forget the intricate lines and shapes. 

简风鳴
Jiǎn Fēng Míng in Mandarin. 
Gaán Fung Mìng in Cantonese. 
My name.
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